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GENERALIZED WIENER RECONSTRUCTION OF IMAGES FROM COLOUR SENSOR DATA USING A SCALE INVARIANT PRIOR David Taubman



The University of New South Wales, Sydney ABSTRACT An algorithm is described for reconstructing images from colour sensor samples, which need not be aligned nor conform to a rectangular sampling geometry. The algorithm has applications in demosaicing digital camera CFA data, and processing other imaging modalities such as scanned images and captured video. A unique scale invariant WSS prior model is described for the uncorrupted surface spectral reflectance functions and used to form LLMSE optimal reconstructions with constrained support operators. Some important results are established conceming the existence and tractability of the solutions based on this prior.



Fig. 1. Bayer CFA pattern. “scale invariant” property. We restrict our attention to WSS prior models, since these are required for computationally tractable cyclostationary linear solutions to the reconstruction problem. Within the vast family of WSS colour image priors, the proposed scale invariant model has unique properties of significant value, as discussed in Section 3. The third and perhaps most significant contribution of the paper lies in the derivation of optimal constrained support LLMSE estimators subject to our scale invariant prior. We provide a nonobvious proof for the existence of the constrained Wiener solution, which also provides key insight required for construction of the linear operator. Section 4 describes the subtle but significant problems overcome by this insight. Although loosely related to vector Wiener filtering, such as that described in [3], a key distinction in our work is that direct measurement of the WSS prior model is not generally possible or practical, which leads us to seek means of deriving the most relevant and practical models. 2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM For illustrative purposes we will consider the case of a single sensor digital camera with the well-known Bayer CFA pattem. As illustrated in Figure 1, there are three different sensor response classes, denoted R (red), G (green) and B (blue). In this case, the green samples have non-rectangular (actually quincunx) sampling geometry. Nevertheless, if we split the green samples into two subsets, we obtain four rectangularly sampled image planes. In general, we have P rectangularly sampled image planes, denoted zp[n], p = 1 , 2 , . .. , P , where each plane contains samples from only a single response class, but the number of sensor response classes may be much smaller than P. We collect the sample planes into a P-dimensional vector sequence, x [nl,n ~ =]x[n], bearing in mind that the physical sampling locations corresponding to each plane, p , may be displaced by different amounts, up.In the case of the Bayer CFA pattem, n indexes 2x2 CFA blocks and the samples belonging to a single CFA block are highlighted in Figure 1. More generally, n indexes cells in the underlying regular sampling lattice and we refer to these as “super-pixels”. Let yx(s) denote the ideal spatially and spectrally continuous scene, uncorrupted by noise and optical degradations, with the spatial coordinates, s, normalized so that the super-pixels have unit sampling density. We can safely assume that the combination of optics and sensor spectral responses effectively filter out



1. INTRODUCTION This paper describes an algorithm for reconstructing images from colour sensor samples. The colour sensors may be classified according to their different spectral response characteristics, such as red, green and blue. The algorithm computes an LLMSE (Linear Least Mean Squared Error) estimate of the original spatially and spectrally continuous scene, based on these sensor observations, models of the relevant imaging system and WSS (Wide Sense Stationary) noise and prior image statistical models. Any number and type of sensor response classes are admitted and the sensor samples associated with each response class need not have a rectangular sampling geometry; in fact, it is sufficient for the samples to lie on any regular lattice. The algorithm has broad application to a number of image acquisition devices, including digital still cameras, scanners and video cameras. The algorithm is described in general terms, but with examples taken from the so-called “demosaicing” problem, whereby a full set of colour image samples is recovered from the CFA (Colour Filter Array) data commonly encountered in digital cameras. The paper describes work which was canied out while the author was employed with Hewlett-Packard Laboratories, Palo Alto, Califomia [11. The algorithm described here is quite mature, finding its way in various forms into commercial products. Despite the passing of several years, it is the author’s belief that the algorithm embodies three contributions which remain novel with respect to the current literature. The first contribution concems the formulation of the reconstruction problem itself, whereby the classical results of Wiener filtering are brought to bear upon a complex problem. The approach is arguably obvious and the contribution here is debatable; however, it appears to have escaped the attention of researchers addressing similar problems. For example, Adams [2] notes inadequacies in the direct application of classical results to the demosaicing problem without offering a more appropriate formulation. The problemformulation is the subject of Section 2. The second contribution of the paper lies in the proposal of a statistical prior for colour images which possesses an important
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all information from spatial frequencies', w , outside the region [-Kn, KnI2 for some K E Z,over all wavelengths, A. Assuming a WSS image model, the spatial frequencies outside this region must be uncorrelated with the observed sample values2 and have zero mean. Thus, the LLMSE estimator must be supported on [-Kn, KnI2in the 2D frequency plane. According to Shannon's sampling theorem, then, we can represent the LLMSE estimate of the ideal image with the 2D sequence, y~ [m],having sample rate K on our normalized sampling grid. We further assume that scene radiance may be modeled as the product of the spectral power density of the illuminant, CA, and the surface reflectance, where the latter is assumed to lie within the span of the first D eigenvectors (principle components), T:, of the reflectance autocorrelation matrix, exactly as in [4]. Empirical evidence in the literature suggests that D need be no larger than 7 and may be as small as 3 or 4. This allows us to express the uncorrupted image in terms of the D-dimensional vector sequence,



where @(U)is a non-singular matrix of linear phase terms. We must then have (w) = (w)



+



where T, ( w ) is the P x K2D matrix formed by concatenating the matrices, H(U,).



2.2. The LLMSE Estimate We assume WSS statistics for the random processes, A[n] and Y[m],from which the noise, &[n],and ideal image, y[m], are drawn. The noise and image models are assumed uncorrelated and the autocorrelation sequences are RA[k] = E[A[n]A[n-k]] and Ry[k] = E[Y[m]Y[m- k]]. Furthermore, the block process, Yb [n],from which Yb[n]is drawn, is clearly also wss with autocorrelation sequence Ryb[k]. Thus, we may write the LLMSE (Wiener) solution to our reconstruction problem as



gkLMSE(w) = F ( w ) ~ o )F(w) ; = rybx(w)r;l(u) with



Y [ml.



2.1. The Observation Model Our objective is to find an LLMSE estimate for y[m] from the sensor super-pixels, x[n]. To do so, it is convenient to unify the sampling grids by defining yb[n] as the DK2-dimensional vector sequence obtained by assembling K x K blocks of vectors from the denser sequence, y[m].Assuming LSI (Linear Shift Invariant) optics and additive sensor noise, &[n], the observation model may be expressed as x[n] = T[n]* yb[n] s[n] or, equivalent, as



rYbx(w)



*,



of A[n],Yb[n] and Ya[n],respectively, i.e. the DSFT's of the corresponding auto-correlation sequences, all defined over w E [-n, nI2.Note that the simpler forms are those involving r y , ( w ) rather than ryb(U), since ry, ( w ) is block-diagonal with D x D blocks, ry(K-'w,), for each of the K2 aliasing frequencies, wa. Note that ry(w) is the power spectrum of the rate K random process, Y [m].
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(1) %(U)= *(w)gb(w) 8(,) Here, * denotes convolution, T[n]is a K x DK2 matrix impulse response, and T ( w ) is its element-wise Discrete Space Fourier Transform (DSFT). It is helpful to describe the structure of T ( w )more carefully. To this end, consider the vector function, j.(K-'w), defined over w E [-Kn, Kn]'. A useful equivalent representation is obtained by associating each w E [-n, T]' with K 2 aliasing frequencies, wa,separated by integer multiples of 2n in each frequency coordinate and spanning [-Kn,K7rI2.The observation model may then be expressed as a sum of aliasing contributions



A (Ua) g(K-'wa) + 8 ( w )



rYb(w)T(w)*



@(w)rya(U)T: (U) (3) rx(w) = T(w)ryb(w)T(w)* + r A ( w ) = (U) ry, (U)+: (U)+ ra(U) (4) Here, F A ( w ) , rYb (U) and ryb( w ) are the power density spectra
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= =



3. SCALE INVARIANT PRIORS



(2)



W a



where H ( w ) is a P x D matrix which summarizes the combined effects of the wavelength dependent optical blur, the displacements, up,and sensor spectral response characteristics for each image plane, xp, the scene illuminant, .CA, and the surface reflectance basis functions, ry'. An expression for H ( w ) in terms of these more fundamental quantities may be readily derived and imparts substantial structure to the matrix function. To connect equations (1) and (2), let g a ( w ) be the vector formed by concatenating the vectors, 3(K-'wa), for each of the K 2 aliasing frequencies, w,, associated with w. Application of the familiar aliasing relations reveals that f b ( W ) = @(w)fa(w), 'We use angular frequency throughout this exposition, so that the Nyquist frequency corresponding to a unit-sampled sequence is w = 7r. 2An important characteristicof WSS random processes is that the DFT coefficients of any sample block are asymptotically uncorrelated in the limit as the block size tends to 00. For WSS Gaussian processes, they are statistically independent.
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The Wiener solution above is not in itself particularly illuminating. It is often reasonable to assume a white noise process with I'A(w) = 021; however, it is far from obvious how we should select an appropriate prior image density, r y ( W ) . Our task is made somewhat easier by the fact that the random process, Y [m], describes the surface spectral reflectance properties of the scene, rather than scene radiance. Reflectance functions are spectrally smoother and may be more compactly described than scene radiances, since the latter are affected by the wide variety of different illuminants which can be encountered [4]. As a result, we may use the same model, r y ( w ) , with modest dimension, D, over all scene illuminants. Amongst all possible priors, we are interested in those which are independent of the scale at which the image is formed. As might be expected, such priors are connected with fractal models of nature. Our primary motivation, however, is a practical one: the observation scale is affected by the distance between the imaging device and the relevant scene features and by the focal length of the optics, either or both of which are often unknown. Recall that y [m]represents a rate K sampling of an underlying spatially continuous image, which agrees with the ideal image at all observable spatial frequencies, w E [-Kn, KnI2. Accordingly, ry ( K - ' w ) agrees with the power spectrum, ry, (U), of the underlying spatially continuous WSS process over the same set of spatial frequencies. This property enables us to transfer the functional form of a scale-invariant prior's power spectrum directly from the continuous domain to the discrete domain. Let Y,1 (s) and Y,2 (s) be two spatially continuous WSS processes,



related by a scale factor, r tions satisfy



> 0, so that their auto-correlation func-



-



RyCl(7) = E [ Y ~( sI) Y:1 (S - T)] =



E



[ Y c 2 ( T S ) Y E 2 (TS-TT)]



= RyCz(TT)



The corresponding power spectra are related by



r -2 ryCz (.-'U) Since the statistics of a scale invariant prior are unaffected by the scale factor, T , the prior must satisfy ry, ( T U ) = F21'y, (U). Thus, expressed in polar coordinates, both the continuous and discrete power spectra must have the form =



r y (wr)we) = w?rY



lim F (r,e)=r,(e)H*



4.2. Existence of a Solution



0''



( 0 ) ( ~ ( 0ry(e)fi* ) (o))-l



r;(w)



=



sE(w)ro



min{w,2,E-2}f(we) Not only does F exist, but the proof of its existence provides a computational solution to the problems mentioned above. sE(w,,wo)



r y (wr,we) = w ~ (we)~ rof (6) Here, ro is the constant D x D auto-correlation matrix arising from an appropriate ensemble of surface spectral reflectances. In fact, the matrix, F(O), yielded by equation ( 5 ) , is none other than the optimized colour mapping operator developed in [4], so that spatially smooth inputs are reconstructed with excellent colour fidelity. This is a direct consequence of the fact that the envelope function, w;'f (we) ---t 00 as w, ---t 0. In our experience, finite approximations of the scale invariant prior, F y ( w ) , yield marked colour distortions in practical applications.
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Theorem 1 The limit in equation (9)exists. Proof From equation (4) we have rx(w) = (U) ry,(w)rZ: (U)



+rA(W)



A (U,)r y ( K - l w ) H *(U,)+ !?A(LJ)



= W ,



=



s'



(K-'w)



fi (U)r o H * (U)+ L (U)+ rA(w)



L ( w ) holds the contribution of all aliasing terms other than that of the base frequency, w ; for small E, L ( w ) is independent of E. A key observation is that the expression, ejw'kH ( w ) roH*( w ) may be expanded in polar coordinates as A(0)roH*( o ) + ~ w , P (we)+w332 ~ ( w o ) + j w : ~ ( w e ) + ... where the P, (we) are real-valued matrices. The Fourier integral of equation (8) may then be written in polar form as



4. CONSTRAINED WIENER OPERATOR So far we have considered only unconstrained solutions. In pracis preferred; tical applications a finite support matrix filter, F[n], our experimental results suggest the need for supports on the order of 100 sensor samples for some digital camera applications. Even with supports of this size, the use of windowing as a means of achieving finite support matrix filters leads to noticeably degraded reconstructions. This is partly due to the importance of spatiocolorimetric distortions which do not arise in classical Wiener filtering applications.



U' [-k]= RA[k]+ L [k]+
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+ RA[k]+ N E[k]



= s (E) A ( 0 )r o H (0)



4.1. Finite Support Formulation The LLMSE optimal matrix impulse response, F [n], having sup-



where N' [k]€s No [k]and s (E) 'so 00. Notice that only the odd terms, Pi (we), contribute to the real-valued U' [k]so this decomposition into convergent and divergent pieces holds for envelopes with faster frequency roll-off factors (anything less than 40 dB/decade). The full Toeplitz-block Toeplitz matrix, U', may then be decomposed as U' = R A N ' s ( E ) HroH* (10)




 0. Then,for any S > 0, the expressions, --f
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MGt EP'." GMGt) -I ; and E (EP'" both converge to well-defined limits as E



---f



+ GMGt) -'



0.



Remark: The result is not obvious, since we require neither GMGt nor Pa,"themselves to be invertible. Proof Let M = LLt be the Cholesky decomposition of M and let GL = UCVt be the SVD of GL, with p the number of non-zero singular values. Let C , be the p x p diagonal matrix



-'



F' = smoH*) (U' sHroR*) with s >> 1selected as large as possible while avoiding numerical instability. When combined with careful exploitation of the underlying structure of U and Z, this strategy reduces the complexity of computing the operator F' dramatically. In some applications, it is possible to compute F' dynamically in response to changes in the imaging conditions. The most obvious choice for the angular distribution, f ( W O ) , in the prior model of equation (6), is a constant, i.e. an isotropic prior. We note, however, that it is possible to compute a collection of several LLMSE operators, corresponding to priors which emphasize different orientations. A mixture of these operators may then be adaptively composed to respond to local variations in the directional properties of the image. In this way, some of the limitations of the WSS model may be overcome.



corresponding to the non-zero portion of E. Then



where Pa,"= UP6?'Utidentifies a convergent family of symmetric matrices with limit P'. We are given that S6*'is nonsingular for all 6, E > 0, but not at the ]irk:, E = 0. Nevertheless, this is sufficient to show that the limit, P9,2.is non-singular. Recall that a symmetric matrix, S , is n_on-singular if and only if xtSx # 0, Vx # 0. Hence, E P ~ S = Nz2 SP22 must be nonsingular for all:, 6 > 0 and since 6 may be arbitrarily small, we conclude that NZ2 must be positive definite for all E_. Then the limit, N22 myst be non-negative definite and since P22 is positive definite, is non-singular for all 6 > 0. Some elementary matrix manipulations may now be employed to show that
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Real and simulated colour imagery will be presented at the conference. For the moment, however, we provide a token numerical measure of performance. We simulate the behaviour of a real digital camera, with the Bayer CFA pattern of Figure 1 and a measured optical transfer characteristic, using a high resolution calibrated source. We compare the LLMSE approach, constrained to K = 2, with a common linear interpolation strategy, measuring the PSNR in Lab space. With the simple interpolator, we obtain L = 26.9dB, a = 24.6dB and b = 15.9dB, while the LLMSE algorithm yields L = 31.ldB, a = 29.6dB and b = 26.7dB. The end-to-end colour transform for both algorithms is matched



where lim A:;E = E'O



xi2;



The conclusions follow after substitution.
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